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Retailers are bullish on
generative AI’s potential
Article

The news: Several retail companies are running tests to gauge how and where generative AI

may help improve their front- and back-end operations.

Instacart is experimenting with a generative AI-powered “Ask Instacart” tool, which aims to

help users create and refine shopping lists. The delivery firm aims to see whether the tool

improves the buying experience and increases transactions per customer.

Walmart is using generative AI for a range of functions, including to improve the natural

language processing tools it leverages for features such as Text to Shop, which allows
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While it is still early days for the technology, the majority of consumers “somewhat” or

“strongly” support brands using the technology to handle a variety of tasks, including

customer service inquiries and product recommendations, per Dentsu. That suggests that, at

the very least, there’s little risk in experimenting with the technology.

Building a better business: Amazon has been using machine learning over the past quarter

century for everything from developing personalized ecommerce recommendations to

optimizing fulfillment center pick paths to navigating drones for Prime Air, noted the

company’s CEO, Andy Jassy, in his annual letter to shareholders. But generative AI promises

to “transform and improve virtually every customer experience,” he wrote.

While there is a wide array of potential use cases for retailers, we believe that some of the

most viable and valuable ones include:

consumers to add Walmart products to their cart by texting or speaking the names of the

items that they need, per VentureBeat.

Levi Strauss is planning a pilot that uses AI-generated models on its ecommerce channels to

increase the diversity of bodies shoppers see wearing its products, per The Business of

Fashion.

It isn’t all large companies exploring the technology. For example, streetwear company

Snipes is using AI tools to draft product descriptions.

Chatbots: Generative AI can help retailers provide faster, personalized, and engaging

responses to customer inquiries.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/despite-amazon-s-cost-cutting-jassy-maintains-commitment-innovation
https://venturebeat.com/ai/walmart-vp-confirms-retailer-is-building-on-gpt-4-says-generative-ai-is-as-big-a-shift-as-mobile/
https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/technology/levis-will-begin-testing-ai-generated-models/
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/3-lessons-snipes-experimentation-with-ai-drive-efficiency/?_ga=2.134314424.873802951.1681738969-1500176145.1671047263&_gl=1*kf7u9l*_ga*MTUwMDE3NjE0NS4xNjcxMDQ3MjYz*_ga_XXYLHB9SXG*MTY4MTkxNjIzNC4zNDkuMC4xNjgxOTE2MjM1LjAuMC4w
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The big takeaway: Generative AI has a ways to go before it delivers on its promise as it

currently requires significant supervision.

Go further: Read our ChatGPT and Retail report to dive deeper into generative AI’s growing

role within the industry.

This article originally appeared in Insider Intelligence's Retail & Ecommerce Brie�ng—a daily

recap of top stories reshaping the retail industry. Subscribe to have more hard-hitting

takeaways delivered to your inbox daily.

Product descriptions: The technology can automate new product descriptions and product

categorization. For example, Shopify recently rolled out Shopify Magic, which can create

product descriptions based on the keywords merchants wish to target in search results and

their desired tone (such as “expert” or “sophisticated”).

Personalization: Generative AI can tailor the shopping experience to consumers based on

their purchase history, preferences, and behavior.

But given that it has strong momentum, retailers should experiment with how and where they

can test the tool to avoid getting left behind.

Are you a client? Click here to subscribe.

Want to learn more about how you can benefit from our expert analysis? Click here.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/chatgpt-retail
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/shopify-launches-generative-ai-product-its-latest-move-against-amazon
https://totalaccess.emarketer.com/MyAccount/EditProfile.aspx
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/become-a-client/?IR=T&itm_source=insider-intelligence&itm_medium=briefing&itm_campaign=bottom-cta

